**Business**

Business leaders, entrepreneurs, & financiers discuss the industry of edtech

**AASA** Feb 13-15 San Diego, CA
Annual meeting of The School Superintendents Association

**AERA** Apr 17-21 San Francisco, CA
American Educational Research Association

**ALA** Jun 25-30 Chicago, IL
The world's oldest and largest gathering for librarians

**ALAS** Oct 7-10 Portland, OR
Association of Latino Administrators and Superintendents

**AMEL** Nov 12-14 National Harbor, MD
Association for Middle Level Education (for grades 5-9)

**ASCDD** Annual Mar 13-16 Los Angeles, CA
Professional development for educators

**ASCED** Leadership Oct 23-25 Dallas, TX
Professional development for ASCD school leaders

**ASDE** Teacher June 26-28 Denver, CO
Professional development for ASCD teachers

**ASU** GSV Teachers Mar 30-Apr 1 San Diego, CA
Major edtech industry gathering for entrepreneurs & investors

**ATLIS** Apr 5-8 Chicago, IL
Association of Tech Leaders in Independent Schools

**CITES** Leadership Oct 14-17 Orlando, FL
Association for College & University Technology Services

**CLOSE IT** Oct 12-14 Santa Fe, NM
Technology, teachers, and practitioners across K-20 education

**CSTA** Oct 21-23 Palm Springs, CA
CA-based edtech conference for educators

**CITE** Dec 2-5 Santa Clara, CA
California K-12 IT leaders conference

**CLOSE IT** Oct 12-14 Santa Fe, NM
Technology, teachers, and practitioners across K-20 education

**CSIS** Mar 14-21 Palm Springs, CA
CA-based edtech conference for educators

**DigiCITI** Apr 2-4 Providence, RI
Showcase of educators personalizing learning

**BrainStorm** Apr 3-1 San Francisco, CA
Evidence-based approaches to improving education

**CITE** Dec 2-5 Santa Clara, CA
California K-12 IT leaders conference

**CLOSE IT** Oct 12-14 Santa Fe, NM
Technology, teachers, and practitioners across K-20 education

**CSIS** Mar 14-21 Palm Springs, CA
CA-based edtech conference for educators

**CSTA** Jul 11-15 Arlington, VA
Computers Science Teachers Association

**CUE** Mar 19-21 Palm Springs, CA
CA-based edtech conference for educators

**Deep Learning** Apr 21-24 San Francisco, CA
Exploring the power of engaging students in deeper learning

**DigCitI** Feb 11-12 Online
Exploring the benefits of digital competencies

**DLAC** Feb 24-26 Austin, TX
Digital learning practitioners, researchers & policymakers

**EdCamp** Jan 30-31 Campbell, CA
Tech workshops & hands-on sessions for teaching & learning

**Specialty Community**

A research interest group within edtech, devoted to a specific topic.

**Education Elements Summit** May 13-15 Austin, TX
District leaders transforming leadership, teaching & learning

**EdTech** Jan 24-26 Philadelphia, PA
Science Leadership Academy discussion on future of edtech

**PETC** Jun 14-17 Miami, FL
SF-based edtech gathering supporting digital learning

**GEC** Nov 16-18 Online
Free multi-day conference on international education

**Green Schools Conference** Mar 2-4 Portland, OR
Building and leading green, sustainable schools

**IDEAecon** Feb 24-27 Schaumburg, IL
Statewide conference on IT with 130+ workshops

**iLearn Collaborative** Feb 20-21 Denver, CO
Advancing the practice of student-centered learning

**Impact Education Conference** Dec 12-15 Minneapolis, MN
Product exploration and workshops for educators

**IAMS Learning Impact Leadership** May 18-21 Denver, CO
Ideas for moving the edtech ecosystem forward

**iNACAD** Jun 11-18, Keystone, CO
Helping teachers integrate edtech tools with 21st century skills

**ISTE** Jun 28-Jul 1 Anaheim, CA
Major learning technology conference focused on technology

**ITEC** Fall Oct 12-13 Des Moines, IA
Iowa Technology & Education Connection

**LearnLaunch** Jan 30-Feb 1 Boston, MA
Digital learning w/1000+ entrepreneurs, investors, admins

**Learning & the Brain** Feb 14-16 San Francisco, CA
Using brain science & mindfulness to create safer, calmer schools

**Learning & the Brain: Schooling the Self** May 1-3 New York, NY
Promoting self-compassion, confidence, awareness & authenticity

**Learning & the Brain: Educating Anxious Minds** Feb 14-16 San Francisco, CA
Promoting self-compassion, confidence, awareness & authenticity

**MACUL** Mar 11-13 Grand Rapids, MI
Michigan Association for Computer Users in Learning

**MAES** Mar 24-28 Philadelphia, PA
EdTech Research conference with EdTech competition

**NAESEF** Jul 12-14 Louisville, KY
National Association of Elementary School Principals

**NACE** May 6-7 Oakland, CA
West EdTech conference w/5000+ educators

**Milken-Penn GSE** Mar 25-27 Omaha, NE
Nebraska Education Technology Association

**NFEP** Jul 8-10 San Diego, CA
National Forum on Education Policy

**NSFA** Apr 2-5 Boston, MA
Science educators' national conference

**NSVIF** Summit Oct 12-13 Oakland, CA
Annual invite-only summit by NewSchools Venture Fund

**NTAC** Jul 13-17 Detroit, MI
National Technology Leaders transforming education

**NY EdTech Week** Jun 1-3 New York, NY
Global festival celebrating ed tech & entrepreneurship

**PBL** World Mar 16-18 Napa Valley, CA
Project-based learning symposium from Buck Institute

**PETE&EC** Feb 23-26 Pittsburgh, PA
PA-based edtech conference, expo & student showcase

**School Redesign in Action** Mar 23-24 Norwood, MA
Gathering of New England Secondary School Consortium

**Serious Play** Jun 23-25 Orlando, FL
Games and simulations in training and education

**SHLB AnchorNets** Oct 14-16 Crystal City, VA
Connecting schools, libraries and communities w/broadband

**SIIA Edtech Industry Summit** May 18-19 San Francisco, CA
Software industry discussion on business trends in education

**SITE** Apr 6-10 New Orleans, LA
Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education

**SSWE** Mar 9-12 Austin, TX
Industry gathering for entrepreneurs & educators

**TCEA** Feb 3-7 Columbus, OH
Ohio Educational Technology Conference

**PBL** World Mar 16-18 Napa Valley, CA
Project-based learning symposium from Buck Institute

**PETE&EC** Feb 23-26 Pittsburgh, PA
PA-based edtech conference, expo & student showcase

**School Redesign in Action** Mar 23-24 Norwood, MA
Gathering of New England Secondary School Consortium

**Serious Play** Jun 23-25 Orlando, FL
Games and simulations in training and education

**SHLB AnchorNets** Oct 14-16 Crystal City, VA
Connecting schools, libraries and communities w/broadband

**SIIA Edtech Industry Summit** May 18-19 San Francisco, CA
Software industry discussion on business trends in education

**SITE** Apr 6-10 New Orleans, LA
Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education

**SSWE** Mar 9-12 Austin, TX
Industry gathering for entrepreneurs & educators

**TCEA** Feb 3-7 Columbus, OH
Ohio Educational Technology Conference

**PBL** World Mar 16-18 Napa Valley, CA
Project-based learning symposium from Buck Institute

**PETE&EC** Feb 23-26 Pittsburgh, PA
PA-based edtech conference, expo & student showcase

**School Redesign in Action** Mar 23-24 Norwood, MA
Gathering of New England Secondary School Consortium

**Serious Play** Jun 23-25 Orlando, FL
Games and simulations in training and education

**SHLB AnchorNets** Oct 14-16 Crystal City, VA
Connecting schools, libraries and communities w/broadband

**SIIA Edtech Industry Summit** May 18-19 San Francisco, CA
Software industry discussion on business trends in education

**SITE** Apr 6-10 New Orleans, LA
Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education

**SSWE** Mar 9-12 Austin, TX
Industry gathering for entrepreneurs & educators

**TCEA** Feb 3-7 Columbus, OH
Ohio Educational Technology Conference

**PBL** World Mar 16-18 Napa Valley, CA
Project-based learning symposium from Buck Institute

**PETE&EC** Feb 23-26 Pittsburgh, PA
PA-based edtech conference, expo & student showcase

**School Redesign in Action** Mar 23-24 Norwood, MA
Gathering of New England Secondary School Consortium

**Serious Play** Jun 23-25 Orlando, FL
Games and simulations in training and education

**SHLB AnchorNets** Oct 14-16 Crystal City, VA
Connecting schools, libraries and communities w/broadband